Does stem cell self renewal and progenitor cell commitment operate through an effector-memory cell mechanism?
We propose a model for stem cell self renewal and transition into commitment towards a variety of cell lineages. In this model the production of both "effector cells" (as represented by the mature cells in the different cell lineages) and of progenitor "memory" lymphocytes, takes place concomitantly. The experimental evidence supporting this model is as follows: Pure lymphocytic suspensions (PLS) are established and persist in culture when nude mouse-spleen and lymph-node cells are maintained on X-irradiated fibroblast monolayers in the presence of the S-phase cytotoxic agent cytosine arabinoside (Ara-C). From these PLS the following colony types can be initiated by the corresponding inducing (stimulating) factors (CSF): histiocytes (tissue macrophages) - CSF-1; granulocytes-macrophages (GM) - CSF-GM; mast cells - MMSF; granular-NK mucus secreting cells - IL-2; and multilineage colonies - IL-3. Mitotically active blast cells (formed by transformation of lymphocytes), condense into motile small cells when the stimulatory factor is removed. These "memory" lymphocytes are committed as they carry the receptors for the specific CSF; they respond by retransformation into blast cells. A dramatic increase in mast-cell colony forming cells is found in bone marrow, spleen and lymph-nodes of mice infected with Schistosoma mansoni. By maintaining PLS with both Ara-C and each of the CSFs and then titrating the incidence of CFC in the residual PLS, we find that each one of the CSFs acts on an independent set of cells in the PLS to produce the corresponding colony type. Finally, the concept suggests that the various blast cells carrying the receptors, undergo condensation into memory lymphocytes when dissociated from the environment prevailed by the corresponding CSF. In this way pluripotential blast-cells condense into motile lymphocytes which are committed to pluripotentiality.